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ABSTRACT 
E-Learning enables the acquisition of knowledge and information through technologies such as computers, smart phones, tablets 
and wide area network (WAN). The existence of E-Learning contributes in the field of education quality, distributing and sharing of 
teaching materials efficiently. The objective to store the E-Learning materials in the cloud storage which leads to efficient scale 
mechanism. E-Learning materials are critical in providing essential security measures to protect valuable data of users from 
vulnerable securities in materials. In this existing system, E-Learning tools resides in open network which is prone to various 
security attacks, as internet is the backbone of the entire system which is inherently insecure, during the transaction of each 
message in this system, hackers attack by utilizing the different loopholes of the desired technology. Some of the different security 
measures are required to be imposed. The proposed system has both confidentiality and integrity which is an important aspect in 
security concerns, where the E-Learning materials in the cloud is to be kept as secret. Elliptic curve cryptography algorithm (ECC) 
is used for security concerns. In order to explore its positive impact on E-Learning the main focus is to identify the security issues 
that are related to cloud-based E-Learning efforts, which have been improved for security measures and to provide solutions in 
terms of management challenges. 

 

KEYWORDS: Cloud computing, DDoS attack, DROWN attack, Security, Elliptic Curve Cryptograph.  
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In cloud computing, the word cloud (likewise expressed as "the cloud") is utilized as an analogy for "the 

Internet," so the expression cloud computing signifies "a kind of Internet-based processing," where distinctive 

administrations, for example, servers, stockpiling and applications are conveyed to an association's PCs and 

gadgets through the Internet. Cloud computing is an up and coming innovation that uses the cloud energy to 

numerous specialized arrangement. Cloud computing gives different processing assets to store in server. 

Distributed computing involves three administrations. They are Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a 

Service, and Software as a Service shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1: Types of services 

 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): 

is a model in which operations including capacity, equipment, servers and systems administration segments. 

In IaaS the client require not to deal with the server but rather have the control over the server. 

 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): 

is a standard for delivering operating systems. They need to install or download any operating system and 

access the services over the internet. 

 

Software as a Service (SaaS): 

is a model in which application are facilitated by a merchant and made accessible to client over a system, 

ordinarily on the web. 

Depending upon the usage the customer can choose the service model. The customer may pay to the loud 

according to their usage. The quality play an important role in the success of the cloud computing. Cloud 

computing have scalable feature according to their customer need if they want to store more data. 

E-learning is simple to use. E-learning is learning method which utilizes the electronic source to access 

educational material via internet. It consists of some courses. Program, degree delivered completely online. 

Users at distance place make use of this E-learning system for their education. Cloud based E-learning, in 

which E-learners need not have high configured computers since all the materials are uploaded in cloud. 

Some computer, laptops will not support some document format and fonts that document will be opened in 

cloud easily. The E-learners will not have any problem while using it the performance will be good.  

In cloud computing there are many security issues that related to growth of internet. When cloud 

computing is applied in the field of education, a lot of problems have been examined, such as teaching 

system. 

Security is one of the major issues in the field of cloud computing. Several survey of potential cloud 

adopters indicate that security is the primary concern hindering its adoption. This paper examines security 

issues associated with cloud-based E-learning. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows section II describes the related work in E-learning, section 

III describes the proposed architecture of cloud-based E-learning system, section IV describes the proposed 

modules for secured cloud based E-Learning system, V describes the methodology used in the proposed system, 

VI describes the result and analysis of secured cloud based E-Learning. 

 

Related Work: 

M. Durairaj et al. [2] has introduced a study on cloud security. There are three administration models 

accessible in every specific administration what are the security issues conceivable are obviously examined. 

Among those issues information accessibility is considered as the one of the real issue. This brought about 

because of the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS). Cloud based E-Learning is the strategy to diminish 

cost and intricacy of information getting to, which are controlled by outsider administrations. Conventional 

E-Learning strategies are fused with distributed computing innovation to give gigantic  favorable 

circumstances to the scholarly clients however it bargains in security viewpoints. Proposed procedure 

guarantees information accessibility and gives answer for shield key information from the aggressors. It 

distinguishes distinctive security issues in cloud benefit conveyance demonstrate with an in tend to propose 

an answer as safety efforts identified with the cloud based e-learning. Dangers, security necessities, and 

difficulties included are likewise mulled over. E-learning models advocate clients to get to their information 

in the cloud through a secured layer utilizing the web. Information accessibility issue is the real prevention 
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in getting to cloud information for E-Learners. Among all the Distributed environment assaults, Distributed 

Denial of administration (DDoS) assault is the root assault  for information inaccessibility. 

S. Prakasam et al. [7] suggested that E-learning in colleges is vital to convey the materials to 

understudies and direct tests. Every one of the materials are put away in servers and conveyed to 

understudies. Putting away the materials in servers requires a considerable measure of interest in equipment. 

Conveying the substance to the understudies at whenever and anyplace with less venture is the fundamental 

intention of generally colleges. E-learning in view of distributed computing gives such a situation. Data 

security relies on upon the three standards of classification (who has entry), trustworthiness (accuracy of 

data), and accessibility (capacity to get to data and administrations at suitable circumstances). These 

components constitute PC security in any unique situation, and they go up against new essentialness in 

distributed computing since it relies on upon outsider suppliers. By executing E-Learning in distributed 

computing, organization, instructors and understudies are profiting viably. Distributed computing would 

permit the understudies to get to the taking in materials from anyplace and whenever. Understudies require 

not to utilize memory concentrated portable PCs. The cloud would empower understudies to get to the 

materials from any gadget, for example, desktop, tablet, and so forth., the length of they are associated with 

the system. 

Md Anwar Hossain Masud et al. [8] has found the cloud based design to build up security in distributed 

computing. Since registering moves into "cloud" it makes the client to process all the more advantageously. 

This paper gives hindrance and answer for cloud environment. The proposed work depicts in what are the 

ways the unapproved client will get to the information in cloud and preventive measures are clarified. 

Distributed computing is a developing worldview with gigantic force, however its special properties 

worsening security and protection challenges. Moving figuring into the "Cloud" makes PC handling a great 

deal more helpful for clients, additionally gives them new security issues about wellbeing and unwavering 

quality. To tackle these issues, it is important to build up security structures for cloud based systems. Taking 

care of the key issues will likewise energize the across the board appropriation of distributed computing in 

instructive organizations. This innovation depends on the disseminated registering, parallel processing, 

framework figuring, virtualization advances, and property based remote verification advances. Moneta ry 

advantage of such research and coming about arrangements will be expanded trust in, and quickened 

appropriation of distributed computing. Out of sight of distributed computing, both of the information 

protection and the information spread are critical.  

Wang Shunye et al. [6] proposed Cloud processing as mix of existed innovation is a model for 

empowering advantageous, on-request arrange access to a common pool of configurable figuring assets. The 

training in light of distributed computing it gives another answer for build up a  bound together, open and 

adaptable system showing stage and decrease the equipment input. Distributed computing has turned into an 

exploration jump spots as of late. It incorporates two perspectives: the hypothesis innovation about 

distributed computing and the utilization of distributed computing. It can be connected in many fields, for 

example, human services, social and government exercises, financial aspects, particularly in instruction. The 

proposed design incorporates instructive organization, on-line learning, showing assets, virtual lab, on-line 

correspondence. Also, the clients can profit it in five viewpoints, for example, virtualization, shared 

learning, customized learning, computational capacity and capacity ability, cost. Future research will 

incorporate two angles. The first is a review with respect to the state of mind and procedure for movement 

to the proposed engineering in light of mists. The second is the relocation from E-figuring out how to 

Mobile–learning (or M-Learning) which is a test in training.  

Aruna. R et al. [4] has introduced the security issues in cloud environment and answer for those issues. 

The security is the significant issue in the development of distributed computing. They proposed the design 

for information sharing. Online gathering is additionally talked about how successfully the client may utilize 

the discussion. The test confronted by cloud clients and suppliers are security concerns towards cloud 

administrations. A solitary server, processing office, server farm and working framework has numerous 

clients, utilizing virtualization. An expansive number of clients are getting served by a cloud supplier by this 

idea of assets sharing. Information assurance, correspondence, asset administration for separation, 

virtualization and so forth are a portion of the security issues emerges because of multi -occupancy and 

virtualization in the cloud environment. The online discussion gives a chance to personnel and understudies 

to meet on the web and share information. This rehearsed is relied upon to make learning blast. The school 

organization additionally utilizes this gathering as an instrument to give points of interest data on approach 

rules and controls of the foundation.  

Md Anwar Hossain et al. [3] has portrayed that in distributed computing there are more security issue 

emerges keeping in mind the end goal to defeat those security issue he set up a security design for noisy 

based system. In the proposed work he distinguishes the verification issue. The proposed strategy can  utilize 

character information on endowed hosts. The huge multiplication of moderate PCs, Internet broadband 

availability and rich instruction content has made a worldwide marvel in which data and correspondence 
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innovation (ICT) is being utilized to change training. Show financial circumstance will compel distinctive 

instructive establishments and associations to consider receiving a cloud arrangement. Colleges have started 

to hold fast to this activity and there are verifications that demonstrate critical diminishing of costs because 

of the execution of cloud arrangements. They have attempted to acquaint distributed computing with e -

learning, fabricate an e-learning cloud, and make a dynamic research and investigation for it from the 

accompanying viewpoints: design, development strategy and outer interface with the model. The point of 

the proposed work is to distinguish an engineering which will utilize Cloud Computing inside advanced 

education. Future research will incorporate with respect to the state of mind and methodology for movement 

to the proposed design in light of mists.  

NikhileshBarik et al. [9] talks about the e-learning framework. In E-learning framework there will be 

just three substances they are understudy, instructor and chairman. Programmers may take the materials and 

change those material this influence the understudies while they are get ready for the exam. They talked 

about the conceivable hazard, for example, understudy side hazard, instructor side hazard, director's hazard 

and so forth. What's more, they have the solutions for defeat those dangers by utilizing neural system, open 

key calculations and mystery key calculations. Despite the fact that in E-Learning just the Student can open 

his private information, rest all difficulties stay on the most proficient method to actualize and keep up more 

elevated amounts of protection while setting up the learning procedure. Continuously the IT division 

endeavors to ensure the accessibility of administrations by utilizing repetitive equipment like server, 

switches and so forth. Perusers must have the capacity to depend on the accuracy of the substance generally 

by perusing mistaken or non-pertinent substance; perusers will lose the trust on the writings or will decline 

to peruse for whenever onwards. In future, the idea of m-learning will come in new electronically learning 

highlights, however new dangers will likewise happen parallel with M-Learning.  

Swati Vitkar et al. talk about the utilization of E-learning in advanced education utilizing cloud. 

Distributed computing assumes an indispensable part in all fields. Presently it develops into the field of 

training. Distributed computing is versatile and make a virtual assets for instruction framework where they 

can store their information. Instructive establishments have the strategy of pay per use for cloud, the amount 

they use the cloud they can pay as per their utilization. Cloud administrations give an advantage to the  

organization that they can lessen the cost with programming permitting and in the meantime decrease the 

representative. The way of the Internet was continually transforming from a place used to peruse pages to a 

situation that permits end-clients to run programming applications. The requirement for training is 

expanding continually and the advancement and the change of the e-learning arrangements is important. The 

way of the Internet was continually transforming from a place used to perused website pages to a situation 

that permits end-clients to run programming applications. The requirement for training is expanding always 

and the advancement and the change of the e-learning arrangements is important. The angle is because of a 

different elements, for example, costs increment, the weight of salary increment, understudies' prosperity, 

institutional execution and rivalry. Toward the end, instructive Institutes may esteem the open doors offered 

by Cloud Computing through specialists and understudies and consequently prompting to advancement.  

Bo Dong, et al. [1] has talked about that in conventional E-learning framework comprise of physical 

machines that are generally basic and stacked. They allocate some particular errands for each machine. Thus 

the assets are not accessible for critical reason. To beat this issue they bring the cloud environment into E -

learning area. In cloud-based E-realizing there is self-recouping components in which 

equipment/programming shortcomings can be effortlessly recoverable. Be that  as it may, the present models 

of e-learning biological communities do not have the support of fundamental foundations, which can 

powerfully dispense the required calculation and capacity assets for e-learning environments. Distributed 

computing is a promising foundation which gives calculation and capacity assets as administrations. Once 

the observing information achieves its edge, strategy module will view it as in emergency. It builds up the 

relating booking arrangement, and after that triggers the arrangement module to relegate asset to the 

objective species to facilitate the emergency. Distributed computing understands an e-learning biological 

system with the framework which is dependable, adaptable, taken a toll proficient, self -directed, and QoS-

ensured. It has a few instruments to ensure the instructing and learning exercises, the quality and the running 

of the biological system. 

In the previous system security is one of the major issues which reduce the growth of cloud computing 

and complications with data privacy and data protection continue to plague the market. The E-learning 

material, E-content, and data are to be made available to the learners at the specified sessions when the users 

log on to the system for their session at the period of time, if the required material is not available the 

learners will lose their interest and not get the most use of the E-learning system. Mainly there are two types 

of attacks, blocking attack and flooding attack, e.g. Distributed Denial of Service. Hence the prop osed work 

is to overcome the drawbacks in the existing system. 

 Who has access the material 

 Correctness of information 
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 Ability to access information and services at appropriate times 

 

Methodology: 

A. Elliptic Curve Cryptography: 

ECC is one type of public key cryptosytem like RSA. But it has slight variation from RSA algorithmin in 

form quicker evolving capacity. The security levels in ECC is more efficient than RSA by using smaller number 

of keys. For example, in RSA they use 1024 bit to make the security strength whereas the ECC use only 163 bits 

and make security more strength. Moreover ECC is best suited for wireless communications such as mobile 

phones, smart cards and PDAs. In ECC they use EC point of multiplication for computation whereas in RSA 

they use exponentiation which less efficient than ECC. 

A general Elliptic Curve equation:  

b2  = a3  + xa + y               (1) 

where, a, b are co-ordinates on the EC and x, y are coefficients 

In ECC algorithm the inverse operation will be more harder, faster and increase key length than do the 

inverse operation in RSA. The security requirements are more firm, and implementing power gets cheaper and 

they are easily available, ECC is used in pratical system. And likewise security necessities ended up additional 

demanding,  and also processors ended up additional capable. The ECC implementation keeps smaller keys and 

become efficient than other implementation. ECC gratly use smaller keys and offer same level of security as 

compared to other algorithms which use larger keys. Moreover, those gulf the middle of ecc and its contenders 

as far as magic measure required to a provided for level about security gets dramatically additional pronounced, 

toward higher levels of security. 

 

Secured Cloud Based E-Leaning System Architecture: 

In this section, the proposed solution for DDoS, DROWN attack are presented. The proposed system 

consist the architecture for cloud based E- learning system. In this cloud based E-learning system there are 

many possibility of attack may occur. In that we chosen two attack DDoS attack and DROWN attack which is 

an active attack. In active attack, the intruder will introduce file into the system and potentially change file 

within the system. The entities such as student, teachers will upload the study materials in the cloud server. 

These uploaded material will be access from anywhere by the students and teachers. They access the material 

through internet. Hence the E-learners need to have the good internet connection in their current location. The 

proposed work is to identify the DDoS attack and DROWN attack in E-learning portal while accessing more 

websites. Elliptic curve cryptography is used to detect and prevent these attacks. 

The architecture shown in figure 2, consist local server, centralized server and a web browser. In which 

multiple client will access their local server to upload or receive their material through internet. The learning 

material repository will consist of all learning material for the E-learners. The client will send a request to the 

cloud storage for the materials.  

 
 

Fig. 2: Secured Cloud Based Architecture 

 

In web browser consist of communication channel. In communication channel there are possibility of many 

attack such as  DDoS attack, DROWN attack, Freak attack, Insider attack etc.  

In that we discuss on DDoS attack and DROWN attack.  

A DDoS attack can be characterized as an attack which utilizes a substantial number of PCs to dispatch a 

planned DoS attack against a single machine or numerous casualty machines. Utilizing customer/server 
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innovation, the culprit can duplicate the effectiveness of the DoS attack fundamentally by outfitting the assets of 

numerous unwitting assistant PCs, which fill in as attack stages. 

The DROWN attack will be detected and they are prevented using some public key algorithms. 

DROWN shows that it purely supports SSLv2 is a threat to servers and clients. They allow an hacker to 

decrypt modern TLS connection between clients and servers by sending message to a server that supports 

SSLv2 and they use same private key. 

A server is vulnerable to DROWN attack if:  They allow SSLv2 connection. It allows SSLv2 connections. 

This is especially common, due to misconfiguration and inappropriate default settings. 

 
Fig. 3: Connection on TLS 

 

They use their private key on any other server which allows SSLv2 connection; even for other protocol. 

Most of the companies reuse the same certificate and keys on their web and email server, for instance. In this 

case, if one server supports SSLv2 and another server does not; then the hackers will take an advantage of the 

server to break TLS connections to the server shown in figure 3. 

DROWN is a high security vulnerability that can affect HTTPS and other services that rely on SSL and 

TLS protocols. DROWN attack will easily decrypt the TLS connection and hack the information. It is the 

upcoming attack on TLS and SSL protocols. 

TLS/SSL can help us to transmit data securely using encryption.TLS and SSL authenticate servers and 

clients to prove the identity of party engaged in the communication. 

 
Fig. 4: DROWN attack 

 

DROWN allows attackers to break the encryption and read or steal sensitive communications shown in 

figure 4. To overcome the DROWN attack Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm is used. ECC requires 

lesser keys compared to other cryptography algorithm to provide security. ECC can provide a level of security 

with a 164-bit key that other algorithm require a 1,024-bit key to achieve.ECC helps to establish equivalent 

security with lower computing power and battery resource usage hence it is used.  
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Secured Cloud Based E-Learning System: 

In this section, the modules for the proposed system are explained below: There are four modules present in 

this proposed system to securely download the E-learning materials from Cloud.  

 

1. Accessing the document 

2. Identifying possibility of attacks 

3. Preventing attack 

4. False positive attack verification 

 

Accessing the document: 

 The student and staff will register their details. If they already register they will login directly using their id 

and password. They will upload and collect their materials required for their study and research. The cloud 

storage can be expanded according to their usage. 

 

Identifying possibility of attacks: 

 The student will send a request to local server from there they will send access request through web server. 

The web server will access the materials from the centralized server. 

 

Preventing attacks: 

 Once the attack is identified analyze how the attack may present. They may present due to the weakly 

configured TLS protocol. By using Public key cryptographic algorithm the DDoS attack was prevented and 

produces the securing download of the material. 

 

False positive attack verification: 

 The performance of DDoS and DROWN attack is compared. As a result analyze which attack is more 

harmful and insecure. By this comparison cloud based E-learning is secured. 

 

B. Accessing The Document: 

The E-learning manager will upload the material to cloud storage. The Figure  shows how students/teachers 

will access their needed materials from the cloud storage by using their login ID. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Acessing the Document 

 

B. Identifying The Possiblity Of Attacks: 

The student will send a request to local server from there they will send access request through web 

server. The web server will access the materials from the centralized server. In web server there will be secure 

channel in that channel there is possibilities of attack may present Figure 6 shows the possibility of attack i.e 

Insider attack, DDoS attack and DROWN attack. In that DDoS attack and DROWN attack is identified. 
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Fig. 6: Attack identification 

 

C. Preventing Attack: 

Once the attack is identified analyze how the attack may present. The may present due to the weakly 

configured TLS protocol. By using Public key cryptographic algorithm the DDoS attack was prevented and 

produces the securing download of the material. 

 

D. False Positive Attack Detection: 

The performance of DDoS and DROWN attack is compared. As a result analyze which attack is more 

harmful and insecure. By this comparison cloud based E-learning is secured. 

 

Result And Analysis: 

The E-Learning framework play a vital role in the field education which enhance the old E-Learning 

framework to cloud based E-Learning. There are many issues faced in cloud based E-Learning framework in 

that security is the major concerns. In that DDoS attack, DROWN attack are  identified and prevented using 

Elliptic Curve cryptosystem and Bayesian classifier. The outcome of the process is to make secure E-learning 

systems that can be applied to practical situation and sufficiently take care of the E-learning process.  

 

 
Fig. 7: Register Module 

 

In figure 7 shows the registration form in that both students and staffs can register their details to login into 

cloud storage.  
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Fig. 8: Login Page 

 

In figure 8 shows the login page in which valid user only enter into the cloud storage. If the new users login 

it intimate to register in new register form. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Viewing User List 

 

In figure 9 shows the list of user who have their account in the cloud storage and display their user details. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Uploading File 

 

In figure 10 shows the upload option into cloud storage. The user can upload any kind file into cloud 

storage and click upload file option.  
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